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Executive Summary

SRS (Multi-Role Shadow Robotic System for Independent Living) focuses on the development and prototyping of remotely-controlled, semi-autonomous robotic solutions in domestic environments to support elderly people. SRS solutions are designed to enable a robot to act as a shadow of its controller. For example, elderly parents can have a robot as a shadow of their children or carers. In this case, adult children or carers can help them remotely and physically with daily living tasks as if the children or carers were resident in the house. Remote presence via robotics is the key to achieve targeted SRS goal.

A specialized task that helps recognition of the environment and enables the “embedded intelligence” of the Human Robot Interaction (HRI) is the object and shape detection. The SRS-EEU investigates shape-similarity approaches to object detection (that will supplement the current texture-based techniques of the running SRS project) by employing advanced linear statistical classifiers implemented using novel algorithmic improvements as well as advanced shape features and acceleration techniques. Shape-similarity object detection forms a standard part of the state-of-the-art image processing. Various object detection methods employing shape similarity through shape detection algorithms, geometry description using Hough transform and shape detection using RANSAC are proposed, investigated and reported in this deliverable.

Deliverable D4.6.2 (M38) comprises full report on full report on specification and performance of developed software components.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The task of shape-similarity based object detection is closely associated with assisted object detection and the work of other SRS partners (IPA and PRO) on texture-based and shape-based object detection. BUT’s development of shape detection techniques is more focused on object detection for visualization and environment mapping purposes. It means the automatic detection and possible tagging of household objects assigning each object into categories (table top, bowl, cup, bottle, etc.). Information on the object category can be used for visualization in the virtual display to allow proper level of interaction.

This kind of detection provides only rough information on the object pose so it can’t be directly used for grasping. However, it can be more general than specifically trained object detectors and it might provide useful information for either manual or semi-automatic fitting of predefined 3D shapes from the household object database constructed by HPIS to an unknown object (i.e. objects that are not present in the database of known graspable objects).

In order to visualize the environment and found objects, SRS-EEU also focuses on detection of geometric primitives in point-cloud data (i.e. planes) and a rough approximation of detected objects by means of bounding volumes. The detection of a bounding volume is achieved by fitting simple geometry (i.e. box) to the object. These approximate object shapes are very useful for the user interaction dividing a complex scene into logical parts.
2 Detection of Geometric Primitives

The main objective of environment perception is to simplify the representation of the environment by means of detection of geometric primitives (planes, boxes, etc.) in point-cloud data. This may significantly reduce amount of data necessary to send to the remote client in order to visualize the environment and quickly assess the situation around the robot.

2.1 Related Work

Regarding the nature of the input data (indoor human made scenes), we have chosen the plane detection as the primary detection primitive. Several approaches are widely used today, which can be divided into three sections.

Region Growing

An efficient algorithm based on region growing was presented by Poppinga et al. [Pop08]. During the growth of the region, a mean square error from an optimal plane of the region is compared to a threshold. Deschaud and Goulette [Des10] proposed similar algorithm, which describes fast and accurate plane detection in unorganized point clouds using filtered normals and voxel growing. This method is based on a robust estimation of normals. The main problem of region growing methods on Kinect sensor is primarily the specific noise.

RANSAC Based Detection

Random Sample Consensus is another possibility how to detect parametrized primitives from the point cloud. Firstly, it was mentioned by Fischler [Fis87], who described an algorithm able to fit the accurate model without trying all the possibilities. Many modifications were then presented to achieve better time complexity of the stochastic algorithm.

RANSAC based plane detection was presented by Schnabel et al. [Sch07] who chose iteratively three points from which the plane model is computed. A score function is used to determine the model fitting. A large comparison of RANSAC and 3D Hough Transform methods is presented by Tarsha-Kurdi et al. [Tar07]. They compared results on detection of roof planes in 3D building point cloud.

Feature Space Transformation

Last mentioned approach is the feature space transformation. Originally, Hough [Hou62] defined the transformation for detecting lines, later it was extended to more complex shapes and generalized for arbitrary patterns [Bal87]. Multiple modifications were also proposed to enhance the time complexity of Hough Transform method. Such comparison is presented by Bormann et al. [Bor11], who evaluate different variants of the 3D HT with respect to their applicability.
Mochizuki et al. [Moc09] also compare different Hough methods. Both Bormann and Mochizuki agreed that the Randomized HT is the method of choice in the real world problems. They also compare randomized HT and the three-point HT [Che01] to enhance robustness in noisy images while retaining the speed of the randomized approach.

The environment perception components process sensor data (i.e. point clouds from the RGB-D sensor) or the global voxel-based model built by the Dynamic Environment Model (see D4.5.2). In the second case, the point-cloud processing and segmentation routines may run occasionally only when a new portion of the global map is obtained, or when a meaningful part of the voxel-based map is refined.

2.2  **PLANE DETECTION BASED ON 3D HOUGH TRANSFORM**

The main motivation for a new 3D Hough Transform based detector was the need for robust plane extraction from real-world scenes. As always, the problem encounters contradicting issues: speed and accuracy. We analysed current approaches (PCL library, RANSAC) and stated that RANSAC is not the best method for Kinect depth data plane extraction due to its specific noise (see below). We searched for the new method, which will be able to fuse several input frames (increasing accuracy) and process the frames in a reasonable time period.

![Figure 1: Output of the plane detection on real Kinect data.](image)

**HT-BASED PLANE DETECTOR**

The Hough Transform is a traditional approach to detecting parameterized shapes and objects in images using transformations into feature space. Each shape is described by several parameters and each point of the input data is mapped (accumulated) to a parameter space. A 3D Hough Transform for plane detection typically describes every plane by the slope of the plane along the X and Y axes and d—the height of the plane at the origin. After the accumulation of each point into parameter space, maximas are found as searched parameterized shapes.

In our work, we analysed several state-of-the-art approaches to implementation of Hough space detection such as Randomized HT [Xu93,Kal94], Three-point HT [Che01] etc. Finally, we developed our proprietary optimized algorithm, especially to enhance time efficiency during HT based detection accumulated from several frames. In the following diagram, a brief introduction into the implemented algorithm is present:

1. **Surface normal estimation**
   a. PCL’s fast integral image normal computation is used for the estimation of a plane candidate in each point of the input point cloud.
2 Accumulation to the parameter space
   a The parameter space is represented by a hierarchical structure which brings a significant memory saving while preserving the accuracy.
   b For each point, parameters of a plane are estimated so the point contributes to the Hough space only once (this corresponds to the Randomized Hough Transform [Che01]).
   c Every point contribution is smoothed by a pre-computed Gaussian function (noise suppression).
   d Hough space caching is used to speed up the accumulation process.

3 Extraction of maxima
   a A sliding window technique is applied to search for maxima in the Hough space.

4 Refining of planes
   a A two-level parameter space computation is used to filter artifacts arising when several noisy frames are accumulated.

Surface normal estimation
We tested several methods for the surface normal estimation from the Kinect point cloud. The computation itself can work in several modes. The covariance matrix method is the slowest, but the most precise method. It computes the normal vector by the eigenanalysis of point's neighborhood. Other methods consist of average 3D gradient analysis and average depth change (the fastest approach, yet the least precise). For use in our work, the covariance matrix was computed from a large neighborhood. The other mentioned methods remain as parameters of the plane detection module.

Accumulation to the parameter space
The parameter space itself is represented as a 3D space \( h(p) = (\alpha, \beta, d) \), where \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are two Euler angles of the estimated plane normal and \( d \) is equal to the plane position (\( ax + by + cz + d = 0 \)).

![Figure 2: Euler angles \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \).](image)

The accumulation process consists of several optimizations. First, we implemented a special hierarchical structure, which represents the space itself. Tests have shown, that the smallest necessary Hough Space for our scene always remained empty in 90%, so implementation of the hierarchical structure was the logical answer.
The second optimization is that each point contributes to the resulting Hough Space only once (the original idea of the HT works with all possible planes passing this point). Additionally, its contribution is added not only as a single value, but smoothed by a predefined Gaussian function. This eliminates most of the noises present in the input image.

![Figure 3: Example of the accumulated Hough space (image is the (α, β) angle plane and z equals to the plane shift.](image)

The accumulation itself is also heavily optimized by caching the current Hough space. Instead of accumulating the sampled 3D Gaussian function, we accumulate only one value and the Gaussian smoothing is done after the accumulation of all the points in the single frame.

We use the current cached Hough space for searching for possible plane candidates. These candidates, modelled as Gaussian functions, are then added into the global space. The result is shown below.

![Figure 4: The current cached HS (left) and the global HS after addition of plane candidates (right).](image)

**Maxima search**
The detection itself is implemented using the common sliding window technique. This approach ensures more noise filtration because of larger neighbourhood that is taken into account.

**Refining of planes**
Because of the fact that our application will be used for an extended period of time (robotics), we can encounter several problems, such as:

- Artifact planes accumulation
- Biased solutions (non precise robot localisation)
- Non-delimited maximum
- Non static objects

We solved these problems by implementing a simple Hough Space thinning algorithm, which decrements each cell of the HS by a specified value (we propose a value from 0.1 to 0.001). By this means, we are able to successfully filter non stable and artifact planes in the global Hough Space.

2.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We compared our approach to the RANSAC plane detector present in the PCL library, which is largely used for the plane extraction from point cloud. The data was tested on artificially manufactured scenes with a simple Kinect noise generator and also on real-world Kinect captured scenes.

![Figure 5: Example of the simulated data using the distance-dependent noise model (different noise levels).](image)

As we proved during the testing, the Kinect image has very specific quantized noise pattern, which was not fully covered by our noise generator. The Kinect quantized noise is visible on following image.
Figure 6: The specific Kinect quantization noise present in the point cloud data.

The HT-based plane extractor has the ability to refine the plane detection during a longer time period. It also works in the time dimension incrementally improving the precision of the output detection.

We ran several tests measuring the angular and the distance error of the detected planes against an artificially created scene (i.e. mathematically defined precise planes). The most realistic noise generation was applied prior to our test. The comparison of the methods is visible on following figures (the number in the Hough description is the resolution of cube Hough Space for the environment of 9x9x3 meters).
By the application of the hierarchical structure, we were also able to keep the memory requirements at its minimum. Following figure represents memory requirements dependent on time and amount of noise present in the image - i.e. different values of c. The real Kinect noise approaches the value of 1.0.

Finally, we present our experimental results on the real Kinect measured data. We captured several scenes which were analysed by our detection module and by the RANSAC approach. The comparison of the angle and the distance errors follows:

Figure 7: Distance and angular error of the HT-based plane detection.

Figure 8: Memory requirements of the HT-based plane detector.
It is clear, that in the best settings for both the methods, the HT approach keeps its error similar to that provided by the RANSAC method while the error standard deviation is lesser a bit which can be due to the accumulation capability of the Hough Space. It is important to note that in the best settings the runtime of the RANSAC method was several times longer than the runtime of the HT-based method.
Figure 9: Visual output of our HT-based plane detector.
DISCUSSION

In preceding lines, we described a novel approach for the plane segmentation which was developed, tested and published [Hul13] on behalf of the SRS project. We were able to create robust detection tool that can easily match against the commonly used RANSAC approach. Moreover, real data testing shown that using our method we were able to detect the planes with the better accuracy than the RANSAC method while setting both the methods to have almost similar running time. The running time was about 530 ms for the RANSAC and 450 ms for the HT-based method.

2.4 DEPTH DATA SEGMENTATION

Depth image segmentation is well known pre-processing task. We implemented several algorithms for depth image segmentation due to need for fast pre-processing of the visible scene. Using the segmentation, we can easily divide the image into several regions with a similar meaning and thus significantly reduce possible load on successive data processing.

Many approaches for the depth map segmentation exist nowadays. Pulli and Pietikäinen [Pul88] use normal decomposition to achieve requested results. They explore various techniques of range normal estimation, such as quadratic surface least squares [Bes88] or least squares planar fitting [Tay89]. Similar work was presented by Baccar et al. [Bac96] where a simple extraction of roof and step edges is described. Also, an averaging method was presented (the fusion using Dempster-Shafer or Bernouilli’s rule combinations) which was the inspiration to our modifications.

Other works segments the data into planar regions using RANSAC as the plane detection algorithm (Ying Yang and Förstner [Yin10]), the 3D Hough Transform (Borrmann et al. [Bor11]), randomized 3D Hough Transform (Dube and Zell [Dub11]), non-associative Markov models [Sha11] or multidimensional particle swarm optimization [Wan12]. All of these algorithms are used for the plane segmentation on depth data set dealing always with the noise and time complexity of proposed algorithms. However, we focused on computational speed while achieving satisfactory results.

Due to the specific noise of the Kinect sensor, we have been forced to modify several existing methods and to develop new ones regarding the specific target robot environment. We successfully applied proposed algorithms as a pre-processing step for our object detectors (fast but reliable segmentation) [Hul12b].

We compared several approaches to the depth image segmentation. Although there exist many segmentation methods for the depth maps, we have chosen the fastest algorithms due to the nature of future use – a fast pre-processing of a scene for further environment perception tasks.

The first set of the analyzed algorithms are modifications of existing segmentation methods. We simplified the work of Baccar et al. [Bac96] to meet our requirements for speed and real time use. As a result, we obtained three different algorithms based on surface normal and depth segmentations combining the depth and the surface normal information with morphological watersheds segmentation method.
**Depth based segmentation**

This segmentation method is our fastest algorithm because of the simplicity of the computation on the depth image. It segments the image according to depth differences. We modified the original work to maximally simplify the computation. First, the algorithm computes an edge strength image which serves as an input for the watersheds segmentation. Each pixel of the edge strength map is computed as follows:

$$f_D(x) = \sum_{r \in W(x)} \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } |d(x) - d(r)| > t \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

where $t$ is the threshold depth difference specifying a step edge, $W$ is the window of neighbouring pixels and $d$ is a depth information at pixel $x$. This simple approach was chosen for speed and simplicity, but also for its ability to filter out the Kinect noise.

![Figure 10: Example of a pixel neighbourhood $W$ from which we compute the edge strength.](image)

**Normal based segmentation**

Instead of segmentation based on depth change, the normal based segmentation method segments regions based on "roof edges" which means differences of normals. The edge strength image is computed as follows:

$$f_N(x) = \sum_{r \in W(x)} \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } n(x) \cdot n(r) > t \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

where $n$ is a normal vector (normalized) adjacent to specified pixel of depth image. This computation allows us to create the same output as the depth segmentation (the edge strength map) and proceed with the watersheds algorithm. Contrary to an original paper where the edge strength was approximated by the second order polynomial, here we accumulate only binary values.
Fused approach
The similar kind of output of the normal and the depth segmentation leads to the idea of fusion of these two algorithms into a single method. By this technique, we are able to segment the objects not only based on their distance, but also on the changes on their surface. The fusion algorithm keeps the same idea of two accumulators. Instead of difficult Super Bayesian combination rules from the original paper, we implemented simple weighted sum of these two detectors:

\[ f(x)_C = w_N \cdot f(x)_N + w_D \cdot f(x)_D, \]

where \( w \) are the appropriate weights. After several experiments with this segmentation method, we found that the use of weight equal to 1 is the most desirable solution. It keeps ordinal arithmetic while retaining the accuracy of combined segmentation.

Plane prediction segmentation
Plane prediction is our newly proposed algorithm which was developed consequently after experiments with the normal segmentation method. The normal segmentation keeps the computational difficult problem in the step of computing normals. If we want to have precise normals (noise filtered), it is necessary to use quite large window size which leads to slow algorithm.

This method benefits from an assumption that the majority of all objects in the scene with large significance (objects that should be detected) are human made. This means they are supposed to have (or can be approximated by) planar faces. Two gradient images are computed:

\[ f_p(x) = \sum_{r \in W(x)} \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } |p(r, x) - d(r)| > t \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

and

Figure 11: Example of a pixel neighbourhood \( W \) – the roof edge.
where $d$ represents a real depth of specified pixel and $p$ is predicted theoretical depth of pixel computed as follows:

$$p(x, c) = \nabla d(c) \cdot (d(x) - d(r)) + d(r)$$

The $c$ defines a center point with specified gradient. $p(x, c)$ is a theoretical depth of a point $x$ predicted from point $c$ using its gradient. This algorithm keeps segmenting the scene based on normal difference, but without the necessity of computing the normals. The time cost at the end of this section will show achieved improvement.

**Tiled RANSAC approach**

The last segmentation algorithm proposed and implemented is the modified RANSAC. We tried to adapt this approach and turn a planar detector into depth map planar region segmentation procedure. The main problem of RANSAC approach is the time complexity, because of large space for random search. We applied easy divide-merge algorithm, which firstly segments the image into a regular grid where it performs RANSAC segmentation independently. After a plane is found in each tile, it is flooded into other regions to avoid the creation of the tile artifacts. Proposed algorithm overview follows:

![Figure 12: Example of the tiled input image (Kinect depth channel).](image)

**Experiments and Results**

During the development, we made several tests to measure the effectivity of our algorithms. We analysed mainly speed and accuracy of detection.


**Accuracy**

We measured the accuracy of the segmentation by comparing the number of correctly segmented pixels against wrongly segmented ones. The ground truth was manually annotated and compared to all five algorithms. The accuracy was calculated as a ratio of correctly and wrongly segmented pixels.

![Manual annotation example.](image)

**Speed of detection**

We compared all presented approaches to the RANSAC segmentation which is available in PCL library. This segmentation method is fast and reliable, however, we measured significant speed improvements.

![Relative speed and accuracy comparison.](image)

*Figure 14: Relative speed and accuracy comparison. Methods marked: DS (depth segmentation), NS (normal segmentation), FS (fused segmentation), PS (plane prediction), RS (Tiled RANSAC approach), PCL (RANSAC approach present in the PCL library).*
It is evident that we have been able to increase speed of the detection almost 10x in the case of the simple depth based segmentation and meet the real time requirements (less than 28 ms per frame) while retaining the accuracy more than 90% of the PCL segmentation. Very interesting results come from the Tiled RANSAC and the Plane prediction algorithms. Both the methods keep low computational time (RS nine 30% time of PCL) but the accuracy is even better.

The best results considering the accuracy shows the fused algorithm but its efficiency is the lowest one (due to the normal computation).

![Comparison of various depth image segmentation methods](image)

 Figure 15: Comparison of various depth image segmentation methods (top left: manual annotation, middle left: depth segmentation, bottom left: normal segmentation, top right: fused segmentation, middle right: plane prediction, bottom right: Tiled RANSAC).
3 Object Detection for Human-Robot Interaction

Object detection techniques developed by BUT aim at shape-based object detection categorization and basic 3D localization for visualization purposes. They will provide information useful for human-robot interaction. This may be advantageous in the situation when a user wants to manually fit a predefined shape to an unknown object – the object is unknown (i.e. was not detected as a known graspable object) but it was classified into a category so that the UI may suggest a predefined shape and its rough position in the environment.

To be more specific, in the field of object detection SRS-EEU project focuses on:

- object detection based on RGB-D sensor data (Kinect) categorizing objects into classes like bowl, bottle, etc.;
- 3D localization of the object in the environment (i.e. rough bounding box);
- experiments with
  a different image/depth features (i.e. LBP features) and AdaBoost based classification,
  b DOT (Dominant Orientation Templates) for real-time object detection without a complex training stage;

3.1 3D Localization in the Environment

Localization of an object in the environment (i.e. rough bounding box estimation) is crucial for the 3D visualization of the environment. The object should be specified as a 2D rectangle in a camera image. The rectangle (or region of interest – ROI) may be defined manually (i.e. by clicking on a video stream in UI) or it can be provided as the result of an image-based object detection.

The task is to estimate a 3D bounding box, shortly BB, from a 2D ROI which has obviously one less dimension. Hence, different approaches to the interpretation of the ROI can be proposed. Three different approaches were identified, implemented and described below as the three possible estimation modes.

In all the modes, zeros in depth data are ignored as unknown values. Thus, if there is no non-zero value in the specified ROI, the BB cannot be calculated and user is informed about this fact through a message.

A part of the BB estimation node is a cache for the depth data (or point cloud data if the subscription variant #2 is used) and another cache for the camera information. Both the caches have default size of 10 messages. An already existing class in ROS `message_filters::Cache` is used to implement the cache memory. Messages are at first synchronized using Policy-Based Synchronizer and then added to the appropriate cache. When a request arrives, messages whose
timestamp is the latest one before the request timestamp are retrieved from both the caches. These messages are then used for the bounding box estimation.

**ESTIMATION MODE #1**
This is the default estimation mode. The ROI corresponds to perspective projection of the BB front face. The BB is rotated to fit the viewing frustum (representing back-projection of the ROI) in such a way that the BB front face is perpendicular to the frustum’s central axis (see Figure 2). The BB can be non-parallel with all axis, thus each coordinate of each BB corner can be different. This mode doesn’t directly work with the depth given by Z-coordinate (as it is in the other estimation modes). Instead, this depth is converted to distance from the origin. Corners of the BB front and back face are then given as points on the viewing frustum edges with a calculated distance from the origin.

![Figure 16: Illustration of the default BB estimation mode.](image)

The corners of the bottom face have the same X- and Z-coordinate as the corresponding corners of the top face. This is however not necessarily the case. Here it is considered for simplicity of explanation. However, the explanation holds also for other cases.

When the depth (i.e. the converted distance) differs a lot, it can happen that depth of any of the BB front face corners is smaller than the focal length. In this case the BB front face corners are translated along the central axis of the viewing frustum so that the corner with the smallest depth has the depth equal to the focal length.

**ESTIMATION MODE #2**
The ROI contains the whole perspective projection of the BB. The BB is parallel with all axes - Axis Aligned Bounding Box (AABB). The BB front face is in depth $Z_{mean} - Z_{stdDev}$ and the back face is in depth $Z_{mean} + Z_{stdDev}$. When $R1$ is negative and $R2$ positive, the calculation is identical to the estimation mode #3. Otherwise (if both are negative or positive), we can transform the situation to the one depicted on the geometry picture (to unify the calculation). The X- and Z-coordinates of left-back BB corners are given by $T1$, which is a point on $t1$ in depth of $Z_{mean} + Z_{stdDev}$, and the X- and Z- coordinates of right-front BB corners are given by $T2$, which is a point on $t2$ in depth of $Z_{mean} - Z_{stdDev}$. 
When depth is diverse a lot, it can happen that depth of the front face is smaller than the focal length. In this case, the front face is translated to have the depth equal to the focal length. As can be seen on Figure X, T1 is on the right of T2 (it has a bigger X-coordinate). Hence, it is not possible to construct a BB with required dimensions, because its projection wouldn't fit the ROI any more. Hence, the X-coordinate of all BB corners is set to a mean value of T1 and T2 X-coordinates (therefore the visualized BB is only a line from the top view). There is of course equivalent problem for the Y-coordinate.

**Figure 18:** Situation when it is not possible to estimate the bounding box using the second method.

**Estimation Mode #3**
The ROI corresponds to the perspective projection of the BB front face. The BB is parallel with all axes (AABB). The BB front face is in depth $Z_{mean} - Z_{stdDev}$ and the back face is in depth $Z_{mean} + Z_{stdDev}$.
Identically as in the mode #2, when depth is diverse a lot, it can happen that depth of the front face is smaller than focal length. In this case, the front face is translated to have the depth equal to the focal length.

3.1 Feature Points and Shape Descriptors

For the shape-based detection of arbitrary objects (i.e. shape matching), the shape matching problem can be divided into two parts: the shape description and the shape matching. The main goal of the description part is to successfully describe the model (sign it with some unique features), on the other hand, the classification step takes the feature(s) and compares it against other objects. If a match is found, we can mark the correspondence.

We have developed a shape description method able to describe an arbitrary shape using different kind of input data: point clouds, polygonal models, etc.

Model Description

We thoroughly studied the means for the shape description, to be able to choose a possible approach. The following classification of existing methods [Tan08] can be obtained:

Global features

Global features consist of a feature vector which is constructed from several global model features, such as volume, area, statistical moments, Fourier transform coefficients, etc. Such an approach is described by Zhang [Zha01]. Several other works are discussing the similar idea: the descriptor construction from bounding boxes, coordinate descriptors, moments, wavelets for 3D matching [Paq00], or convex hull features (ratio between shape area and shape convex hull area, volume of non-filled space in the convex hull, etc.) [Kaz03a].

All these approaches have one property in common - they describe the shape as a whole. Which means we cannot use these descriptors for the shape matching of a non-complete model, e.g. when we try to classify an object in the point cloud of a whole scene. These algorithms are not usable in our case.
Global feature descriptors

Compared to the previous global features, the global feature descriptors are not taken globally, but one global descriptor is created based on several distributions of local features on the model. Osada et al. [Osa02] compute the model descriptor as a distribution of distance, angles, area and volume between randomly chosen points on the model's surface. For the matching itself, the authors use their pseudo-metric comparison of distance between the distributions. The same authors also propose to use the shape histograms parametrized by their main axes of inertia which leads to three histograms: a momentum of inertia around the axis, mean distance of surface to the axis of inertia and distance change of axis and the surface. With this modification, the algorithm works quite well on rotationally symmetric shapes.

Ip et al. [Ip02] described the shape distributions in the context of CAD and solid modeling. They construct a histogram of IN and OUT distances. IN distance is measured as a line length between two points, which lies all inside the model. On the contrary, OUT distance is the line length which lies outside the model. They also propose a MIXED descriptor.

An algorithm proposed by Ohbuchi et al. [Ohb02] who describe a model as an Absolute Angle Distance histogram which accumulates distances between two randomly chosen points along with the angle between their normal. Its algorithm is more precise, however more computationally expensive.

Global feature descriptors are very precise concerning the resolution of model classes, however they are not so strong in comparison of objects that differ only in details. Moreover, it is not possible to compare non-complete models.
Figure 20: Shape histograms of a molecule (spatial map). Reprinted from [Ank99].

Spatial maps
Spatial maps describe the model from a different way. These methods construct spatial maps from the model’s parts which are ordered to keep relative space positions of model’s points. These methods are not rotationally invariant.

First of described algorithms was presented by Ankerst et al. [Ank99] who proposed shape histograms of uniformly distributed points on the model’s shape. These points are accumulated in spherical histogram with the center equal to the barycenter of the object. The matching itself is done by a simple comparison of distances between bins of the histograms.

Vranic and Saupe [Vra01] describes the object by the histogram of distances between all rays from the beginning to the last intersection with the model. From this information, the spherical harmonics are computed. Also in this approach it is necessary to ensure the rotation prior to the computation itself. This algorithm was further enhanced by Kazhdan et al. [Kaz03].

Local features
Local features represent a different structure of the shape description. Instead of all the methods described above, this approach creates local descriptors for specified interest points. One more step is added to the descriptor computation - the interest point detection. The matching of such described models is then made easily by comparing and finding correspondences between the points and their feature descriptors. One big advantage to our cause is that if we use the appropriate matching algorithm (i.e. RANSAC), we can match also incomplete models.
Here we describe the most used state of the art methods for the shape description using local features. Zaharescu and his team [Zah09] presented so called MeshHOG algorithm which tries to work with the same idea as the Histogram of Gaussians well known in the area of image processing. By searching neighborhood of a specified point, the local 3D coordinate system is set and 2-level histograms are computed. The histogram is constructed as three planes corresponding to 3D coordinate system, each of them consisting of 4 polar bins. A local gradient is then projecting into the plane with the strongest projection. The final descriptor is computed is a concatenation of oriented polar histograms.

A different local descriptor was presented by Sun et al. [Sun09], who proposed to use the Heat Kernel Signature for the model. The descriptor for each point is defined as the heat kernel of a heat distribution on Riemann manifold. We can prove that there exist a relation between the Heat kernel function and a manifold curvature. The matching is done also by the simple comparison of two points.

Other methods widely used today, such as MeshSIFT [Mae10] or MeshSURF [Kno10] are also very similar to its 2D image processing counterparts. The main idea of all local feature descriptors rests the same: to describe the interest points and to apply some matching algorithm for the comparison.

**Comparison between model representations**

In our analysis, we are searching for a suitable algorithm which can effectively compare all the main model representations, i.e. polygonal models, point clouds, volumetric data etc. We tried to link to our previous work which describes a useful tool for the shape description by projections onto local planes [Hul12a]. We have presented a tool that can convert a 3D model shape description to the simpler 2D image processing task by representing the model as a set of rasterized images.
Various 2D image descriptors, such as SIFT, SURF, HOG etc. can easily be applied to the obtained set of images. Moreover, and we believe, this is the main contribution of our work. We are also able to compute such representation from an arbitrary point cloud. By this approach, it will be possible to create a robust tool for the 3D shape comparison but also a robust tool for the comparison between different shape representations.

3.2 Object Detection Based on RGB-D Sensor Data

The object detection can be based on many different principles. The objects can be described through their structure, shape, color, texture, etc.; therefore, various object detection mechanisms have been developed over the time. Within the T4.8, BUT performed experiments with modern statistical binary classifiers and explores possible advantages of image feature extraction from RGB-D sensor data instead of common image data. The use of depth data from the RGB-D sensor allows the classifier to take into account information on 3D shape of the object. The methods of interest include mainly:
AdaBoost and Waldboost methods [Vio01,Soc05], whose original purpose was to combine a small number of so-called weak classifiers (or hypotheses) into one, better working, strong classifier, in combination with LBP, LRP and HOG features [Hra08,Her09];

local image descriptors based on RGB-D data.

Results of the experiments, performance of the depth-based features, as well as description of developed software components is reported in this deliverable.

SHAPE-BASED OBJECT DETECTOR
The detector is based on the WaldBoost classifier and Local Binary Patterns (LBP) features. The implementation of the detector encapsulates all the functions and adds several developed enhancements.

The LBPs were introduced by Mäenpää [Mae03]. They are widely used in texture processing. The procedure thresholds samples from a local neighborhood by its central value and forming the pattern code. Typically, a circular neighborhood with 8 samples is used. LBP are not naturally rotationally invariant. But after easy modification (rotation of the pattern to get the smallest value) they can obtain this property.

WaldBoost [Sos05] is an improvement of classical AdaBoost method [Fre99] that builds strong classifier from simple weak hypotheses and has all the good properties like AdaBoost – good generalization, strong resistance against over-training, speed, etc. The evaluation of the AdaBoost classifier can be computationally demanding because for every sample all features need to be evaluated before the decision is taken. WaldBoost is based on Walds's Sequential Probability Ratio Test and builds classifiers with optimal decision strategy. In practice, this is achieved by early termination thresholds. AdaBoost training framework contains more types of classifiers (real AdaBoost, Cascade classifier) and features (HOG, HAAR). It also provides the possibility to train WaldBoost classifier and LPB features. Besides LPB, also HOG features [Dal05] were tested. Later evaluation reveals that using HOG has no significant improvement than LPB.

The framework is based on an existing library [Jur11] that provides an interface for the universal object detector. The classifier is specified in a XML file or in a C structure. WaldBoost is used as the classification algorithm. LBP (only size of 2x2 pixels is supported) and LRD are available as features. The library uses SSE instructions and parallel processing by OpenMP. This makes the library about 6 times faster.

Bowls detector
The Bowls detector consists of 3 WaldBoost classifiers with LBP features in size of 2x2 pixels. Each classifier is trained to detect bowls from different point of view (top, middle and side – according annotation).

Bowls detector manages the interface for WaldBoost classifiers such as:

- Initialization – setup parameters from configuration file,
- Dynamic configuration of main thresholds,
- Process results – unification and but object creation according a given virtual class,
- Depth map preprocessing – prepare depth map for the detection.
A very important task is merging the results from all three classifiers. Every classifier usually produces more than one detection for the same object. Sometimes even more than one detector detects the same object. Implemented non-maxima suppression takes the bounding box from detections with the highest response value first, detections with lesser response are handled later – detections has to be sorted beforehand. Two different detections represent two different objects when circles inscribed into the bounding boxes have overlaps less than 10% of their sizes.

The detector was trained and evaluated on the prepared dataset of bowls. Data were recorded by the MS Kinect device and processed by the implemented application. Bowls were manually annotated by the ViperGT annotation tool. The total number of the annotated bowls is around 1200. Data are stored as several types of images:

- RGB image – classic 3-channels RGB image in JPEG format
- Original depth map – 11-bit 1-channel image in PNG format. Values represent depth in millimeters.
- Resampled depth map – 8-bit 1-channel grayscale image in JPEG format. Distance is reduced to 0.5 to 3 meters and resampled to the interval <2, 255>
- Corrected and resampled depth map – Same image type as resampled with corrected invalid pixels.

Invalid pixels are corrected by recursive median filter [Lai11]. This technique is also used for the image pre-processing during the detection process.

Bowls were annotated as three different objects from 3 different angles of view:

- top – angle of view is around 180°
- side – angle of view is around 45°
- middle – angle of view is around 10°

Annotations are in the ViperGT format which is based on XML and the format is suitable for the ADABeet training framework. This means a file where each line contains the name of the file and the objects bounding box coordinates. One sample image from the dataset is shown on the figure.
Experimental results

Testing, evaluation and validation have been performed and the results for the bowl detector based on the depth data only are reported. The bowls looks quite different from different points of view, so three detectors (top, middle and side angle of view) are tested. HOG and LBP features were tested for every angle of view. The detector was tested on 20 examples for each angle and feature type. Evaluated results show the LBP based detector performance.

![ROC of classifiers](image)

**Figure 25:** Results of the LBP based bowl detector.

Examples of the detection shown in figure below are from bowls detections after non-maximum suppression with a highlighted center. Detections on the right are from the training framework, blue rectangles are annotations and green are detected bounding boxes.
The novel method combining the depth data with the widely-used AdaBoost approach has been developed and partially tested and evaluated. Besides the method introduction, also a new dataset with rgb and depth images of bowls has been created.
4 PREREQUISITIES

The core prerequisites for the software to be used are:

- Linux OS (developed on Ubuntu 11.10),
- Robot Operating System (ROS) (developed on Electric version),
- Care-O-bot stacks installed in ROS,
- Stacks for COB simulation in robot simulator Gazebo.

**PLANE DETECTION BASED ON 3D HOUGH TRANSFORM**

- OpenCV library (developed on version 2.2)
- Eigen library (version 3)
- Point Clouds Library (PCL version 1.1)

**DEPTH IMAGE SEGMENTATION**

- OpenCV library (developed on version 2.2)
- Eigen library (version 3)
- Point Clouds Library (PCL version 1.1)

**BOWL OBJECT DETECTOR**

- OpenCV library (developed on version 2.2)
- Eigen library (version 3)
- BUT’s Object Detection API for ROS (git://github.com/robofit/but_object_detection.git)

The software components are property of Brno University of Technology, a license for academic/research purposes can be granted to any prospective user.
5 DOCUMENTATION OF PACKAGES

This section very briefly describes newly created software components. It is expected that the interface may change according to requirements and needs of the project in the future.

5.1 PLANE DETECTION BASED ON 3D HOUGH TRANSFORM

The plane detection is realized as a ROS node. The relevant source files are included in `srs_env_model_percep` package. The node processes point-cloud data from Kinect sensor or Kinect depth image and publishes all found planes as Interactive Markers (`visualization_msgs::Marker`) and COB Shape Array (`cob_3d_mapping_msgs::ShapeArray`).

An important part of developed software is a C++ library with implemented pre-processing and plane detection functions. The precise description of API can be found in Doxygen generated documentation in the package folder.

**USAGE:**

```bash
rosrun srs_env_model_percep but_plane_detector
```

- Starts a node with our 3D Hough transform plane extractor
- Possible ROS parameters can be found in `/config/planedet_params.yaml` file along with the description.

```bash
rosrun srs_env_model_percep but_plane_detector_ransac
```

- Starts a node with PCL RANSAC plane extractor user for comparison with our method.
- Possible ROS parameters can be found in `/config/planedet_params.yaml` file along with the description.

**INPUT:**

- If using Kinect depth image
  - `sensor_msgs::Image depth` - Kinect depth image
  - `sensor_msgs::CameraInfo cam_info` - Kinect camera info message
  - `sensor_msgs::Image rgb` - (optional, if we want to color planes according to their real color), Kinect RGB image
- If using Kinect point cloud
  - `sensor_msgs::PointCloud2 cloud` - Kinect point cloud (ordered)
  - `sensor_msgs::Image rgb` - (optional, if we want to color planes according to their real color), Kinect RGB image

**OUTPUT:**

- `cob_3d_mapping_msgs::ShapeArray array1` - COB shape array of triangulated planes
• visualization_msgs::MarkerArray array2 - Marker array of triangulated planes
• pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZRGB> cloud - Colored (optional) cloud of associated points
to found planes

5.2 3D LOCALIZATION IN THE ENVIRONMENT

The 3D localization is realized as a ROS service called bb_estimate performing rough bounding box
(BB) estimation from specified 2D region of interest (ROI) using the Kinect depth data. The relevant
source files are included in srs_env_model_percp package. The server provides the service whose
request and response are defined as follows.

REQUEST:
• header (type: Header) - contains (among others) a timestamp, which is necessary for time
  synchronization,
• p1 and p2 (type: int16[2]) - 2D points representing two diagonally opposite corners of ROI
  (the first element of array = X-coordinate, the second = Y-coordinate),
• mode (type: int8) - BB estimation mode. If it isn’t specified, the default value is 1 (=
estimation mode #1).

RESPONSE:
• p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, p7, p8 (type: float32[3]) - 3D points representing the corners of the
  resulting BB (the first element of array = X-coordinate, the second = Y-coordinate, the third
  = Z-coordinate).

There are all eight corners in the response, because estimation mode #1 can produce a BB which is
non-parallel with all axis. In fact, this BB could be uniquely represented by only four corners, but
there are included all of them to avoid troubles with calculation of the remaining four corners.

5.3 DEPTH IMAGE SEGMENTATION

The depth image segmentation is realized as a C++ library - but_segmentation. The relevant
source files are included in srs_env_model_percp package. The library consists of functions for
preprocessing and segmentation of Kinect depth maps or point clouds and produces a region image
(grayscale image with intensities equal to the segment IDs). The precise description of API can be
found in Doxygen generated documentation in the package folder.

USAGE
• but_plane_detector::Plane
  ○ Class encapsulates necessary functions for operations with plane, including
    transformations.
• but_plane_detector::Normals
  ○ Class for normal computations
Constructors computes real point positions and normals (works with point clouds or depth image with camera info).
Uses but_plane_detector::NormalType as parameter, which specifies type of computation.

- **but_plane_detector::Regions**
  - Class encapsulates functions for segmentation.
  - Constructor initializes variables and must be succeeded by watershedRegions function, which implements one of four segmentation methods which uses edge strength map and watershed segmentation.
  - Last method, tiled RANSAC, is implemented in independentTileRegions function.
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